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Trump threatens clearances
White House considers
revoking political critics’
access to US intelligence
BY JOHN WAGNER
AND SHANE HARRIS
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump moved to retaliate against some of his strongest
critics Monday, threatening to
revoke the security clearances
of former top officials who have

raised alarms about Russian interference in the 2016 election or
questioned the president’s fitness for office.
White House press secretary
Sarah Huckabee Sanders said
Trump is “looking to take away”
the clearances of half a dozen
former senior national security
and intelligence officials who
served in the administrations
of George W. Bush or Barack
Obama. Sanders accused them
of profiting from their public
service and making “baseless

It’s routine for the
accusations” against the INSIDE
former
directors of inpresident.
Trump’s tough
telligence agencies and
The move immediate- talk signals
other senior officials to
ly prompted accusations escalating Iran
maintain their securiof political retaliation tensions / A6
ty clearances, so they
by current and former
officials, as well as security an- can share their expertise with
alysts, who said Trump would current leaders or be called in
set a dangerous precedent by for consultations on how a prior
punishing political speech. Sev- administration handled an issue
eral of the officials he cited have or crisis, current and former
written books questioning his officials said. Some former offileadership and his affection for cials also have jobs that require
Russian President Vladimir Pu- a security clearance.
The officials who Sanders
tin.

COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES » Displaced residents thrill to see
model homes open in their burned neigborhood
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said might have their clearances
revoked are former CIA director John Brennan; former FBI
director James Comey; former
CIA director Michael Hayden;
former national security adviser Susan Rice; former director
of national intelligence James
Clapper; and former FBI deputy
director Andrew McCabe. (Comey and McCabe no longer have
security clearances, according
to their representatives, and it
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Pot vote
put off
pending
study
Brushing aside citizens’
petition, council keeps
measure off fall ballot
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Coffey Park residents who lost their homes in the October wildfires tour one of two model homes erected by Gallaher Homes on Thursday at
Nina Court in Santa Rosa. More than 1,200 homes in the neighborhood were destroyed in October.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

enie Aguayo came to check
out the home’s 9-foot-tall
ceilings, the “chipped ice”
quartz countertops and the laurel
vinyl plank flooring.
She later crossed a cul-de-sac
to look inside another house and
view its new white kitchen cabinets and a floor-to-ceiling, silver
travertine fireplace.
Aguayo, a Keysight Technologies customer service represen-

tative whose given name is Irene,
admitted she had been eager to
see the interiors of the two newly
completed homes in Coffey Park.
“I’ll know more of what our
house is going to look like,” she
explained.
Aguayo was one of 200 guests
who turned out earlier this month
to view the opening of two model
homes, not in a new housing
subdivision but in the heart of a
neighborhood where more than
1,200 homes burned last fall.
The idea of model homes in a

burn zone may turn heads. But
both builders and fire survivors
say it makes sense to give prospective customers something
more to look at than architectural
drawings and swatches of carpet
samples.
“This makes it real,” said Magie
O’Meara, a retired gardening retailer who lost her home in Coffey
Park on Pine Meadow Place.
O’Meara and Aguayo are both
having their houses rebuilt by
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SONOMA — The Sonoma City
Council postponed for two years
a public vote on a citizen-initiated measure that would have
allowed cannabis businesses in
the town known for wine.
The measure will not go before voters until November
2020 — two years later than advocates had sought — following
a split vote by the City Council
to approve a 30-day study on the
initiative, effectively dooming it
to miss a deadline to place measures on the upcoming Nov. 6
ballot.
Mayor Madolyn Agrimonti,
acknowledging that she was
about to cast the tie-breaking
vote, sided with Councilmen David Cook and Gary Edwards in
opting for the study. It is expected to cost $15,000 to $20,000, one
of three options the council had
in responding to the measure
that qualified for a public vote
via a petition that gained a total
of 767 valid voter signatures.
Councilwomen Amy Harrington and Rachel Hundley,
who favored putting the measure to a public vote in November, voted against the motion.
Harrington’s motion to cap
the cost of the study at $10,000
failed by the same 3-2 vote.
The study would assess such
issues as the fiscal impact of allowing marijuana enterprises in
town, its effect on land use and
consistency with city planning
policies.
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More stripped of US citizenship
IMMIGRATION » Federal government increasing budget and
staff to investigate naturalized citizens, prosecute fraud
By PATRICIA MAZZEI
NEW YORK TIMES

MIAMI — Norma Borgoño immigrated to the United States from Peru
in 1989. A single mother with two
children, she set roots in the Miami
suburbs, finding work as a secretary,
dedicating herself to her church and,
earlier this year, welcoming her first
grandchild, a girl named Isabel, after
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Borgoño’s middle name.
She took the oath of citizenship in
2007, a step she felt would secure her
status in her adopted homeland. But
hers, it turns out, is not a feel-good
immigrant story: The Justice Department has moved to revoke Borgoño’s
citizenship, an action that could eventually force her to return to Peru.
Federal prosecutors in May filed
a rare denaturalization case against
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Borgoño, 64, accusing her of committing fraud when she applied for
citizenship and failed to disclose that
she had taken part in a crime several
years before she applied for citizenship — though she had not at the time
been charged with it. It wasn’t until
four years later, in 2011, that Borgoño
pleaded guilty to helping her boss, to
no benefit of her own, defraud the
Export-Import Bank of the United
States of $24 million.
Since President Donald Trump
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STABBING SUSPECT ARRESTED: Man accused
of late-night attack at Oakland BART station
that left one woman dead / A5

NEW YORK TIMES

Norma Borgoño, left, with her daughter, Urpi Ríos. Federal prosecutors filed a denaturalization case against
Borgoño, accusing her of committing fraud when she
applied for citizenship in 2007.
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